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Alberta’s book publishers share Alberta’s stories with
the world, we help Albertans learn from each other,
and we strengthen Alberta’s community and economy.
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non-fiction
Darwin’s Moving

Finding Directions West

Taylor Lambert

Readings that Locate and Dislocate Western
Canada’s Past

In Darwin’s Moving, Taylor Lambert introduces
readers to the furniture moving trade, a maledominated job with relatively high pay and no need for
education, populated by transient men and women
struggling to survive in Calgary’s boomtown shadow.
newest press

Discovering Animals
Neepin Auger
The third book in this colourful and unique series
introduces preschool and kindergarten classrooms
interested in learning English, French or Cree as a
second language to everyday words using original
and vibrant illustrations. Neepin Auger’s books for
children contain original, brightly coloured images
and early education level concepts familiar to
everyone. Playful and bold, this dynamic series will
educate and entertain preschoolers, parents and
teachers alike.
rocky mountain books

An Ethnohistorian in Rupert’s Land
Unfinished Conversations

Jennifer S.H. Brown
Investigations into the surprising range of interactions
among Indigenous people and newcomers in the old
HBC territory from the 1600s to the present by one of
the leading ethnohistorians in North America.
athabasca university press

Edited by George Colpitts and Heather Devine
Western Canada is a place of new directions in human
thought and action. The region gains its life through
the movement of its people. Finding Directions West
showcases new research on the places found and
inhabited in a region of constant flux.

university of calgary press

The Unravelling
How our caregiving safety net came unstrung
and we were left grasping at threads, struggling
to plait a new one

Clem Martini and Olivier Martini
A memoir of one family’s journey through mental
illness, dementia, caregiving, and the health care
system, told through a poignant graphic narrative
from Olivier Martini accompanied by text from his
brother, award-winning playwright Clem Martini.
freehand books

Ya Ha Tinda
A Home Place – Celebrating 100 Years of the Canadian
Government’s Only Working Horse Ranch

Kathy Calvert
An illustrated history celebrating the 100th anniversary of this historic, working horse ranch located along
the eastern slopes of the Canadian Rockies.
rocky mountain books

art / culture

biography

Elements of Indigenous Style

My Decade at Old Sun, My Lifetime of Hell

A Guide for Writing by and about Indigenous Peoples

Arthur Bear Chief

Gregory Younging
Ensure you write about Indigenous peoples in a
respectful and culturally appropriate way with this
style guide. Learn how to use proper terminology and
capitalization, and avoid cultural appropriation.
brush education

Each residential school survivor story brings us to a
deeper understanding of our country and our past
failings. Reading this will help you consider our present
responsibilities and opportunities to set things right.
– Marie Wilson, TRC Commissioner
athabasca university press

The Writing on the Wall

The Green Horse

The Work of Joane Cardinal-Schubert

Edited by Lindsey Sharman
Artist and activist Joane Cardinal-Schubert produced
work that speaks to all sides of colonial history.
Sixty-five rich, full-colour reproductions of her work
are accompanied by essays celebrating her story,
ranging from analysis to personal remembrance.
university of calgary press

My Early Years in the Canadian Rockies –
A Park Warden’s Story

Dale Portman
An inspiring, humorous and adventure-packed mountain
memoir that takes the reader on a journey into western
Canada’s backcountry parks during the raucous 1960s
and 1970s.
rocky mountain books

Writing Alberta

current affairs

Edited by George Melnyk and Donna Coates

The
TheGlobal
GlobalEducation
EducationRace
Race

Building on a Literary Identity
Albertan writing is distinct. Focusing on major
and lesser-known figures in poetry and fiction, this
collection explores the unique voices of Albertan
writers and the historical, environmental and cultural
factors that create Albertan literature.
university of calgary press

poetry
This Wound is a World
Billy-Ray Belcourt
This Wound is a World gets at the shaky tempos of
Indigenous life in a world bent on destroying it. Queer
in form and content, this book slows down the turbulent
colonial present to scavenge for something of an exit route.
frontenac house
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fiction
Dazzle Patterns

To Me You Seem Giant

Alison Watt

Greg Rhyno

Beginning the day of the devastating 1917 Halifax
Explosion, Dazzle Patterns is an unforgettable novel
about war, art, and the resilience of the human spirit.
freehand books

With his debut novel Greg Rhyno has written a love
song for Canadian music in two time signatures.
Told in alternating decades, To Me You Seem Giant
is a raucous and evocative story about trying to live
in the present when you can’t escape your past.
newest press

Encountering Riel
David D. Orr
Willie Lorimer is a young poetry student who forgot
to resign his commission in the Canadian militia,
only to be called up to join the fight against the
Métis rebel leader, Louis Riel.
stonehouse publishing

Matanzas
Garry Ryan
Vacationing in Cuba, Detective Lane is drafted by
police into investigating the death of a Canadian tourist.
Back in Calgary, links between this and the deaths
of elderly pensioners draw Lane into a conspiracy of
politics, corruption and big money.
newest press

My True and Complete Adventures as a
Wannabe Voyageur
Phyllis Rudin
Benjie Gabai is convinced he’s the victim of a cosmic
hoax. Instead of being born an 18th-century voyageur,
God’s plunked him in present-day Montreal. Phyllis
Rudin melds frontier history with the hijinks of a young
man who is not ready for adulthood.
newest press

Two Roads Home
Daniel Griffin
A group of activists are determined to do whatever
it takes to protect the environment – but in an instant
everything goes terribly wrong. A fast-paced thriller
about the fine line between activism and terrorism,
and what happens when things go too far.
freehand books

What is Going to Happen Next
Karen Hofmann
Character-driven and well-wrought, this cathartic
novel pieces together the lives of a family with
tenderness that propels the reader forward.
Karen Hofmann places us alongside the Lunds as
they learn to unite as one following a separation.
newest press

